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• Tehama County, 
northern California
• Drainage area ~370mi 2
• Year-round cold spring 
fed river flows from 
volcanic bedrock from 
nearby Mt Lassen
• Historically some of the 
largest runs of 
Sacramento Basin 
Chinook and Central 
Valley Steelhead
Battle Creek Salmon and Steelhead 
Restoration Project
• Highly modified flow regime from early 20th century 
hydropower projects
• Multiphase restoration project that includes
- Decommissioning 5 dams
- Adding fish screens and ladders to 3 dams
- Increasing flow releases from all diversion dams
- Adding powerhouse tailrace connectors to eliminate mixing 
of North and South Fork Battle Creek waters and eliminate 
redundant screening from multiple river diversions
- 42 river miles of newly accessible anadromous fish habitat
Battle Creek Restoration Project

• 28 ft high rockfill masonry gravity dam on South 
Fork Battle Creek constructed in 1930
• Designed with an Alaska Steeppass for fish passage
Inskip Diversion Dam
• Added Features
– Fish screen for the 
diversion canal
– Half Ice Harbor 
fish ladder 
– Sediment 
deposition basin
– Multi-gated 
entrance chamber
with an excavated 
pool
Inskip Diversion Dam Plan view
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Flow
Vertical 
drop into 
sediment 
basin
• Unique feature not found on many fish screens
• Designed to capture sediment before the fish screen 
forebay
Diversion canal sediment basin
• Vertical drop of 7 feet
• Slight enlargement of 
cross section
• Radial gate at the 
downstream side for 
sediment sluicing 
operations
• Does create turbulence in 
the flow along the screen
• Major concern for PG&E in existing canals
• Model sediment is similar to field samples
Sediment Gradations
• Loaded 1 cubic yard (model / 125 cubic yards 
prototype) of concrete sand into flow in the 
approach channel
– Mixed between gradual loading and rapid loading
– Aggraded in approach channel to ~5” (model / 2’ prototype) 
Formed a dune that migrated towards the sediment basin
Testing
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• Sediment modeling qualitative not quantitative
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Deposition in fish screen forebay
Flow
Fish screen forebay resulted in dunes that were ~3/4” model (3.75” 
Prototype) tall compared to 1.2” model curb (6” prototype)
– Fine sediment passed through the screen, and did not plug
– Evidence of sediment passing through fish ladder, but 
turbulence resulted in no sediment found in ladder pools
• With the gate open to free flow, was able to remove 
all sediment from the upstream approach channel as 
well as all sediment deposited in the sediment basin
• However, due to location no remaining flow able to 
pass down the fish ladder
Sediment Basin Sluice Gate Efficiency
• Currently investigating 
alternatives to either 
provide flow to the fish 
ladder, or ensure no fish 
get dewatered in the 
ladder
Result after 4’ sluice gate opening
• Sediment basin effective at capturing bed load 
transported particles, but still resulted in fine particle 
deposition in fish screen forebay
• Evidence of sediment passing through fish ladder, 
but no deposition occurred in the ladder pools
• Sediment basin created additional turbulence in the 
upstream region of fish screen
• Current design did not allow fish ladder operation 
whilst performing sediment basin sluicing, but 
modifications are being investigated
Conclusions
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